Tiger 6100 Series Marine Intercom System
Peltor Tactical Marine Over-the-Head Headset
w/ in Ear earpieces, Part Number T-5924

Features



Heavy Duty Non-Corrosive Construction
Over the Head Dual Ear-Cup Style



In ear earpieces



AP107 Waterproof Breakaway Plug



Fixed 3’ coiled Communication Cable w/ Nexus

Noise cancelling Flex Boom Microphone, left and
right hand reversible



85 dBA impact noise suppression



adjustable voice amplification



Adjustable 360 degree stereo surround sound w/
Adjustable sizing

Specifications
Speakers
Boom Microphone
Impact Noise
suppression
Surround sound
Headset Cord
Headset Plug
Hardware
Weight with Cord
Noise Attenuation

In Ear Earpieces with
transducers
Flex Boom, w/ integral 150Ω
dynamic microphone IP-68
85dBA

Adjustable +/3’ coiled Polypropylene
Jacketed; Shielded Cable
Heavy Duty Indexed
Breakaway 7ConductorIP-68
Stainless Steel
15.0 OZ
24 NRR

Related Items
Peltor Marine OTHD Com-Tac
III Tactical Headset
Peltor Marine BTHD Com-Tac
III Tactical Headset

T-5920
T-5921

Description
The Tiger 6100 Intercom System is a heavy duty commercial
Marine Waterproof intercom/radio system suited for daily
work boat use. This includes military, law enforcement,
homeland security and fire/rescue applications. The 6100
system is modular and enables the use of a variety of
components
and
accessories
to
create custom
configurations and to operate to high performance and
reliability standards.

The T-5922 is one of several marine grade salt water
resistant Peltor Tactical headsets configured for use with
the T-6100 Tiger marine intercom system. This OTHD
tactical headset with in ear hearing via comfort ear pieces
provides sound suppression at 85 dBA, stereo surround
sound talk thru and adjustable sound amplification. These
features enable high impact noise hearing protection while
enhancing mission critical situational awareness.

These tactical headsets also provide high comfort for long
durations incorporating adjustable sizing, flex boom
microphone and wind muff. Attractive durable finishes
include OD green, coyote brown, covert black & foliage
green.. Non corrosive hardware and a comfort padded head
tension band is also included.

The T-5920 Tactical headset provides high quality and
performance, comfort, durability and user friendly features.
Also provided is a very high level of ambient noise hearing
protection during a wide variety of high noise situations,
delivering years of trouble free use making it a first choice
for marine police and military personal.
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